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In this paper we consider the projections of order 4 of algebraical curves of order n. V/e shall generalize the results obtained for the projection of order 2 by J.BoJidanowicz-Grochowska, O.Bottema and B.Grochowski £2} and determine the double and many-fold points of the projection of order 4 of algebraic curves of order n.
The mapping
In projective three-dimensional space let there be given 3 3 a space curve \> of order 3 and a plane 7T . The curve b^ will be the base of projection and the plane x -the projection Diane. Projecting lines are defined as the bisectors of 3 the base curve b . Through an arbitrary point h not lying on b^ passes a unique projecting line p. j the projecting lines passing through a point Beb^ from a square cone c-p, with vertex B.
The projection of A^b^ is a unique determined point A' = p. n ir, the projection of Beb^ is a conic B' = c H nJT containing the points F 1 , P,,, P., of intersection \r with U". The surface S contains the whole base curve b-^; henc ,, ce the points P., P«, P, of t> J lying also on ir-belong to C 4n =s n n,r. 
Hence the equality g = g' implies The (2n-k-l-mi-i"old points at P1, P2, £3 we count as
doable points of c' 4n " 2(k+1 * m) .
It is easy to verify that d' = d]j + d2 + d^> which means that all the double and many-fold points of c'4n-2(k+l+m) ape determined. 
An example

